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. Kac , ,
- ( $\pm 1$ , $\mathrm{R}^{d}$ ) Kac
[5] . , ,
. Helffer $[1][2]$ , . $V(x)$ – ,
, $V(x)$ $C^{\infty}$ ,
$\sigma\equiv\inf_{x\epsilon \mathrm{R}}(\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}V)d(x)>0$ ,
. .
$|\partial^{\alpha}V(x)|\leq c_{\alpha}\langle x\rangle^{(|\alpha|)}2^{-}+,$ $0\leq|\alpha|<\infty,$ $V(x)\geq c|x|^{2}-1/C,$ $c>0$ , (1.2)
$(S)+= \max(S.’ 0)$ $\langle x\rangle=(1+|x|^{2})^{1}/2$ .
. [1]
$\frac{\mu 2(\hslash)}{\mu_{1}(\hslash)}.\leq \mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}^{\mathrm{p}}(-\cosh^{-}1(\hslash^{2}\sigma+1))$ ,
$\mu_{1}(\hslash)$ $\mu 2(\hslash)$ $K(\hslash)$ .
$\hslash>0$ . - ,
4, . .
Helffer $\hslasharrow 0$ , . [2, Remark 32]
$\frac{\mu 2(\hslash)}{\mu_{1}(\hslash)}=\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}^{\mathrm{p}(-(}E2(\hslash)-E_{1}(\hslash))+o(\hslash^{2})$, (1.3)





, $E_{j}(\hslash),$ $j=1,2$ , $\hslasharrow 0$
Kac .
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2.
(1.5) , .
$c>0,$ $p>0,0\leq m<\infty$ $0<\kappa\leq 1$ ,
(1) $V(x)=V_{0(x)}+V_{1}(x),$ $V_{j}(x)\geq 0,$ $j=0,1$ ,
(2) $V_{0}(x)\in c_{0}^{m,\kappa}(\mathrm{R}^{d})$ , (2.1)
(3) $V_{1}(x)\in C^{2}(\mathrm{R}^{d}),V1(x)\geq c\langle x\rangle^{\rho}$ on $|x|>R(R>>1)$ ,
$|\partial_{j}\alpha V_{1}(X)|\leq C\alpha\langle x\rangle(\rho-|\alpha|)+,$ $0\leq|\alpha|\leq 2$ ,
$C_{0}^{m,\kappa}(\mathrm{R}d)$ m , $f(x)$
, $\mathrm{m}$ $\partial^{\alpha}f,$ $|\alpha|=m$ , $\kappa$ .
, (1.5) – . ,
Schr\"odinger (1.3) ,
.
(1) $V(x)=0$ if and only if $x=0$,
(2) $V_{1}(x)\equiv 0$ on $|x|\leq 1/2$ , (2.2)
(3) $V_{0}(x)\in C^{\infty}(\mathrm{R}^{d}\backslash 0),$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}V_{0}\subseteq\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{d}||x|\leq 1\}$ ,
$V_{0}(X) \sim w(x)\sum_{|\alpha|=0}^{\infty}a_{\alpha}x\alpha,$ $a\mathit{0}\neq 0$ ,
$w(x)$ $C^{\infty}(\mathrm{R}^{d}\backslash \{0\})$ $w(\lambda x)=\lambda^{\kappa}+mw(x)$ for $\lambda>0$
. (2.2) (1) $V(x)$ one well .
$K(\hslash)$ (1.1) , $H(\hslash)$ (1.4) .
(2.2) $w(x)$ ,
$H_{\kappa}=-\Delta$ $w(x)$
Schr\"odinger . (2.1) (2.2) ,




2.1. $V(x)$ (2.1) (2.2) . $\mu_{1}(\hslash)$ $\mu 2(\hslash)$ Section 1






$1-(e_{2}-e_{1})\hslash\alpha---_{\hslash^{\alpha}+O}-+\rho(\hslash(\kappa+m)\wedge 2)$, $\kappa+m\geq\sqrt{2}$ ,
$\alpha=\frac{2(\kappa+m)}{\kappa+m+2}$ , $\beta=\frac{2}{\kappa+m}$
. $rightarrow$$–\geq 0$ $(a_{\alpha})_{|\alpha 1^{=}1}^{\infty}$ , $V(x)=a_{0}w(x)$ $—=0$
.
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(1.5) – , $H(\hslash)$ ,
. 2 Section 3 Section 4 , ,
Section 5 .
. . $\mathrm{J}$ ’.. ’
3. Helffer Remark –
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}[2]$ , Thotter-Kato
. [3] [4] – .
, – ,
, [4] .
3.1. $V(x)$ (21) . $\hslasharrow 0$ .
$||\exp(-H(\hslash))-K(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{(\kappa+m)2}\wedge)$ .
.
3.1. $V(x)$ 3.1. . a $>0$ $t>0$








3.1 . . .
3. $\mathrm{i}$ $\hslash$ $t=\hslash$ .
$a$ .
..
$a((\kappa+m)\wedge 2))>0,$ $-a(2-\kappa.-m)_{+}+2>0$ ,
$-2a(1-\kappa-m)_{+}+2>0,$ $-a(1-\kappa-m)_{+}+2>0$ .
$\hslash$ a $=1$ .
3.1. 3.1 Trotter-Kato




$O(N^{-(}\kappa+m)/2)$ , $m=0,1$ ,
$O(N^{-(/\rho\wedge 1}2))$ , $m\geq 2$ ,





$V_{0}(x)$ , . $\phi(x)$
, . $0<\epsilon<<1$
$V_{0,\epsilon}(X)= \epsilon^{-d}\int\phi(\frac{x-y}{\epsilon})V_{0}(y)dy$,







3.1 , $D_{1}(t;\hslash),$ $D_{2}(t;\hslash)$ $D_{3}(t;\hslash)$ ,
. , $V_{0,\epsilon}$ .
3.1. $V\mathrm{b}_{\epsilon}$, .
(1) $|V0_{\epsilon},(X)-V\mathrm{o}(X)|\leq c_{\epsilon^{(\hslash}}+m)\wedge 2$ ,
(2) $|\partial_{j}^{\alpha}V_{0,\epsilon}(X)|\leq c\epsilon-(|\alpha 1-\kappa-m)+,$ $1\leq|\alpha|\leq 2$ ,
C $\epsilon$ .
$D_{1}(t;\hslash)$ $D_{3}(t;\hslash)$ 3.1 .






$= \frac{1}{2\hslash}\int_{0}^{t}\exp(-\frac{s}{\hslash}V\mathit{0}_{\epsilon},/2)(V\mathrm{o}(x)-V0,\epsilon(x))\exp(-\mathrm{L}t-\lrcorner\epsilon Vo/\hslash 2)dS$.
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$D_{2}(t;\hslash)$ .








$D_{2}(t; \hslash)=\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}H\epsilon(\hslash))-K_{\epsilon}(t;\hslash)=\int_{0}^{t}\exp(-\iota_{\hslash}-\mathrm{K}sH(\hslash))\epsilon R_{\epsilon}(s;\hslash)dS$ , (3.2)
.
$R_{\epsilon}(t;\hslash)=R_{1,\epsilon}(t;\hslash)+R_{2,\epsilon}(t;\hslash)$ ,
$R_{1,\epsilon}(t; \hslash)=[\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}V\epsilon/2),$ $H_{0}( \hslash)/\hslash]\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}H\mathrm{o}(\hslash))\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}V_{\epsilon}/2)$ ,
$R_{2,\epsilon}(t; \hslash)=\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}V_{\epsilon}/2)[\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}H0(\hslash)),$ $V_{\epsilon}/(2 \hslash)]\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}V\epsilon/2)$ ,
. - , $0<a<\rho$
$\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}V_{\epsilon})\langle X\rangle^{a}\leq C(\frac{\hslash}{t})^{a}/\rho,$ $tarrow \mathrm{O}$ , (3.3)
. Schr\"odinger – .
3.4. $l\geq 0$ . $tarrow \mathrm{O}$ ,
(1) $||(x \rangle-\iota_{\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}(-\frac{t}{\hslash}H0(\hslash))(x\rangle\iota||=O(1)$.
(2) $|| \langle x\rangle^{-\mathrm{t}}\exp(-\frac{t}{\hslash}H_{0}(\hslash))Dj\langle x\rangle^{\mathrm{t}}||=\hslash^{-1//2}2O(t^{-}1)$ .





$+\hslash^{2(\rho-1})_{+}/\rho o(t2-2(\rho-1)_{+}/\rho)$ . (3.4)
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(3.4) (3.2) , 33 .




$(E_{k}(\hslash))_{k}^{\infty}=1$ . $H_{\kappa}$ $(e_{k})_{k=1}^{\infty}$
. - ( )k\infty$=1$ , $m_{\mathrm{j}}$
. .
4.1. $V(x)$ (2.1) and (2.2) . mj $E_{k(j)}(\hslash)$
, $\hslasharrow 0$ , .
$E_{k(j)}( \hslash)\sim\hslash^{\alpha}(^{\sim}ej+\sum_{\mathrm{t}=1}^{\infty}c\hslash k\iota(j)\beta l)$ ,
$\alpha=\frac{\kappa+m}{\kappa+m+2}$ , $\beta=\frac{2}{\kappa+m+2}$ ,
, $c_{l}^{k(j)}$ (2.2) (3) $(a_{\alpha})_{|\alpha|=0}^{\infty}$ .
[6] ,
. , ,
. , Simon [6] .
4.1 .
.







. $\epsilon>0$ , $\{z\in \mathbb{C}||z-\hslash^{\alpha}\overline{e_{j}}|<\hslash^{\alpha}\epsilon\}$ , $(E_{k(j)}(\hslash))$
, + . $\hslasharrow 0$ , $||$ $(1 -P_{j}(\hslash))\psi_{k}||arrow 0$ ,
$j$ $k\in(k_{1}0),$ $k_{2}(j),$ $\cdots,$ $k_{m_{\mathrm{j}}}(j))$ .
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, $e_{\mathrm{j}}^{\sim}$ 1 . ,
. $U(\hslash)f(X)=\hslash d\beta f(\hslash^{\rho}X),\cdot f\in L^{2}$ ,
$\tilde{H}(\hslash)=\hslash.-\alpha_{U}(\hslash)H(\hslash)U(\hslash)-1$ ,
$\tilde{P}_{j}(\hslash)=\frac{i}{2\pi}\oint_{\mathrm{I}^{\mathrm{e}_{\dot{f}}}-z}|=\epsilon)^{-1}(\tilde{H}(\hslash)-zdZ$ ,
. 4.1 , $\langle\phi_{k},\tilde{P}_{j}(\hslash)\emptyset k\rangle$ $\hslasharrow 0$ 1 . $\phi_{k}$ ,









$t_{n}(\hslash)$ $r\iota(\hslash)$ , . $l=2$ ,
. , $\chi(x)$ , .
$\chi(x)=\{$
1, $|x|\leq 1/2$ ,
$0$ , $|x|\geq 1$ ,
$\chi_{\hslash}=\chi(\hslash^{\beta_{X}})$ $\langle$ . $V_{0}(x)$ $\hslasharrow 0$
$\chi_{\hslash}\tilde{V}\sim\hslash-\alpha w(\hslash\beta_{X)}|\gamma\sum_{\mathrm{I}1}\infty=a\gamma\hslash^{\beta \mathrm{I}\gamma 1_{x}\gamma}$








$Q2( \hslash;x)=\hslash^{-\alpha}w(\hslash\beta X)\sum_{=|\alpha \mathrm{I}1}\hslash|\alpha|\beta X^{\alpha}$
.
$R_{2}(\hslash, x)$




. , $\langle x\rangle^{a}(H_{\kappa}-Z)\langle x\rangle^{-}a$ , $a>0$ ,
$||\langle x\rangle-(\kappa+m+1)\chi\hslash\tilde{V}||=o(\hslash^{\beta})$ ,
$||_{\Gamma \mathrm{t}(\hslash)}^{\wedge}||$
$=||(\tilde{H}(\hslash)-z)-1\langle x\rangle^{\hslash+}m+1(\langle X\rangle^{-}(\kappa+m+1)x\hslash\tilde{V})(H_{\kappa}-Z)-1\langle x\rangle-(\hslash+m+1)$








$||(1-\chi\hslash)|x|^{b}\phi k||=O(\hslash^{\infty})$ , (4.4)
. (4.4)
4.2. $||r_{2}(\hslash)-\wedge r_{2}(\hslash)||=O(\hslash 2(m+2)\beta-2\epsilon)$ ,
$\epsilon=\{$
$(\alpha-\beta_{\beta})_{+}$ , $\rho<\kappa+m$ ,
$2(m+2)\beta-2\epsilon>2\beta$ .






$R(\hslash)$ . $R(\hslash)$ .
$R(\hslash)=R_{1}(\hslash)+R_{2}(\hslash)$ ,
$R_{1}(\hslash)=(\tilde{H}(\hslash)-Z)-1\tilde{V}\chi\hslash(H_{\kappa}-Z)^{-}1\tilde{V}1-\chi_{\hslash},$ $(H\kappa-z)-1]\phi k$ ,






$\cross 2D_{j}\hslash^{\beta}(D_{jx})(\hslash^{\beta}X)(H\hslash-Z)^{-1}\phi k$ ,
$R_{12}(.\hslash)=(\tilde{H}(\hslash)-z)-1\chi\hslash\tilde{V}(H_{\kappa}-Z)^{-}1\tilde{V}(H_{\kappa}-z)^{-}1$
$\mathrm{x}\hslash^{2\beta}(D^{2}j\chi)(\hslash\beta x)D_{j}(H\kappa-z)-1\phi_{k}$ . (4.7)




$+(H. (\hslash)-z)-1x_{\hslash}\overline{V}(H_{\hslash}-z)^{-}1\tilde{V}(H_{\kappa}-Z)^{-}12D_{j}\hslash^{\beta}(H\hslash^{-}z)-1(D2\beta j\chi)(\hslash X))\phi_{k}$
$\equiv R_{11}1(\hslash)+R_{1^{2}}1(\hslash)$ , (4.8)
.
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}(D_{jx})(\hslash\beta X)\subset\{x\in \mathbb{R}^{d}||x|\geq\hslash^{-\beta}/2\}$,








$(\alpha-\beta\rho)_{+}$ , $\rho<\kappa+m$ ,
$0$ , $\rho\geq\kappa+m$ ,
$\gamma=\max(\kappa+m+1, \rho)$ ,
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, $\chi_{\hslash}\tilde{V}\leq\hslash^{\beta}\langle x\rangle\kappa+m+1$ .
$||R_{11}1(\hslash)||=||(H(\hslash)--z)^{-1}x\hslash\tilde{V}(\langle x\rangle^{-\gamma}\langle X\rangle^{\gamma})(H_{\kappa}-z)^{-}1$
$\cross\langle x\rangle^{-\gamma}\tilde{V}\langle X\rangle-\gamma\langle x\rangle 2\gamma(H_{\kappa}-Z)^{-}1\hslash\beta 2D_{j}\langle x\rangle-2\gamma\langle x\rangle 2\gamma(D^{2}\chi j)(\hslash\beta_{X})$
$\cross(H_{\kappa}-Z)-1\langle x\rangle^{-2}\gamma\langle x\rangle 2\gamma(\hslash^{2\beta}(D2Dkj\chi)(\hslash^{\beta_{X}})+\hslash\beta Dk(DkDjx)(\hslash\beta x))\langle x\rangle^{-}2\gamma\langle X\rangle^{2}\gamma\emptyset k||$
$=O(\hslash^{3\beta-}\epsilon)$ , (4.11)
. , $3\beta-\epsilon<2\beta$ , .
$1-\chi_{\hslash}$ $(H_{\hslash^{-Z}})-1$ , 2 . $1-\chi_{\hslash}$




. $(m+3)\beta-2\epsilon>2\beta$ . (4.8) (4.10) $\sim(4.12)$
$||R_{11}(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{(m+}3)\beta-\epsilon)$ . (4.13)
$||R_{12}(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{(m}+4)\beta-\epsilon)$ . (4.14)
(4.13) (4.14) $||R_{1}(\hslash)||=o(\hslash(m+3)\beta-\epsilon)$ . (4.6)
$||R(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{(+}m3)\beta-\epsilon)$ . (4.15)
$S(\hslash)$ , $S(\hslash)$ $\tilde{V}$ 2 , . $1-\chi_{\hslash}$
$(H_{\kappa}-Z)-1$ , $2(m+2)$ , $R(\hslash)$
$||S(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{2(m+2})\beta-2\epsilon)$ , (4.16)




(4.2) , $||r_{2}(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{2\beta})$ . $||t_{1}(\hslash)-t^{\wedge}1(\hslash)||=o(\hslash^{2\beta})$ , .
$t_{1}^{\sim}(\hslash)=(-1)(H\kappa-Z)^{-}1Q_{2}(\hslash;X)(H_{\kappa}-z)^{-}1\phi_{k}$,
, (4.1) $||^{\sim}t_{1}(\hslash)-t_{1}\wedge(\hslash)||=O(\hslash^{2\beta})$ , . $t_{1}^{\sim}(\hslash)$ , $\hslash^{\beta}$
, , $\hslash^{\beta}$ .
5. 2.1
3.1 4.1 2.1 .
. 3.1 ,
$\exp(-Ej(\hslash))-\mu j(\hslash)=O(\hslash^{(\kappa+m)\wedge 2}),$ $\hslasharrow 0,$ $j=1,2$ ,
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.$\mu_{2}(\hslash)/\mu_{1}(\hslash)--\mathrm{e}\Psi(-(E_{2}(\hslash)-E_{1}(\hslash)))+O(\hslash(\kappa+m)\mathrm{A}2)$
$=1-(E_{2}(\hslash)-E_{1}(\hslash))+O(\hslash^{()\wedge 2}\kappa+m),$ $\hslasharrow 0$ ,




. $e_{j}=e_{j},j=\sim 1,2$ . , $\kappa+m=\alpha.+\beta$ $\kappa+m=\sqrt{2}$
, 2.1 .
$V(x)=|x|^{\sigma}\sqrt{1+|x|^{2}},0<\sigma<\infty$ , Kac
. $\chi(x)$ , $0\leq\chi(x)\leq 1$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{p}\chi(x)\in\{|x|\leq 1\}$,
, $V_{1}(x)=(1-\chi(x))V(x)$ and $V_{0}(x)=\chi(X)V(X)$ . $V(x)$ (2.1)





. $e_{1}$ $e_{2}$ $-\Delta+$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} , $\alpha=2\sigma/(\sigma+2)$ ,
$\beta=2/(\sigma+2)$ .
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